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Abstract 
It is shown that each J$product of paracompact p-spaces has the weak g-property. 
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1. Introduction 
A topological space X is said to have the shrinking property if, for every set A 
and open cover {V,: 6 E A} of the space, there is an open cover {IV,: 6 E A) with 
cl(W,) c V, for each 6 (the IV, being the shrinking of the V,>. 
A space is normal precisely if every open cover of cardinality two has a 
shrinking. Every paracompact space has the shrinking property. 
A space is said to have the weak S-property if each increasing open cover has a 
(not necessarily increasing) shrinking. 
A paracompact p-space is a closed subset of a product of a metric space with a 
compact one. In particular each metric space and each compact space is a 
paracompact p-space. 
Let {X,: a E A} be a family of spaces, each with a distinguished point “0”. The 
Z-product C, t A X, of this family, based at 0, is the subspace of the product 
n a E AXa consisting of all x whose support Supp(x) = (a EA: x(a) # 0) is at most 
countable. 
In [21 we proved that a normal C-product of paracompact p-spaces has the 
shrinking property. 
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In [l] Chiba posed the question if the shrinking property can be replaced with 
the weak 97-property in the nonnormal case. 
Here we give an answer to the question by showing that also a nonnormal 
Sproduct of paracompact p-spaces has the weak 53’-property. 
A topological property P is said to be weakly hereditary if every closed subspace 
of X has property P whenever X has property P. 
2. Theorem 
Theorem. A S-product of paracompact p-spaces has the weak 9?-property. 
Proof. Let IX,: a EA} be a family of paracompact p-spaces. 
Because the weak S-property is weakly hereditary we can assume that, for 
every a E A, X, = M, x K, with M, metric and K, compact. 
To avoid trivialities we assume that A is uncountable and that every M, and K, 
contain two points “0” and “1”. 
Let 
based at 0. 
so 
X=MxK. 
Let {Vs: 6 < a} be an increasing open cover of X where (Y is a cardinal. 
We have to find a shrinking of it, i.e., an open cover {W,: 6 < a) with cl(W,) c V,. 
For each n E w let gn(a> be a locally finite open cover of MO by sets of 
diameter less than l/2”. 
Given a family {Y,: a EA} of topological spaces let QaaE AYa be the set of all 
functions T whose domain D(T) is a finite subset of A, and, for each a E D(T), 
T(a) is an open subset of Y,. 
Given r E @a ~ AYa we denote by 
u,= YE Cya’Y( ) 
( a=A 
a ET(a) Va ED(T)) 
the corresponding open set of C, E AYa. 
For each n E w let F, be the subset of all f E QaEAMa such that f<a> E gn:,(a) 
for every a E D( f >; put F = U {F,: n E w}. 
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Let G be the subset of all g E QaE A(Ma X K,) which are of the form g = 
(g’, g”> E (QaEAMJ x (maEEAK,) with: 
(1) D(g) = D(g’) = DW’), 
(2) g(a) = g’(a) X g”(a) for every a ED(g), 
(3) cl(U,) c Vs for some 6 < cz. 
Given f E F put: 
Gr= (ge G: g(a) W!-(a)) XK, Va ED(g) nD(f), 
O=g(a) but 1 @g(a) Vu -(g)\D(f)}, 
Y~=cl(UfxK)\U{UR: gEGf}. 
For each f E F with Yr f # choose yr E Yf. 
Assume that for every x E X an indexing {ai( j E w} of Supp(x) has been 
chosen. 
Denote by 9 the set of all finite sequences Cf,, fi, . . . , f,) such that, for every 
rn<n, f,EF, and 
o(f,) = (z} U {Uj( Yfk): j, k <m and Yfk f @}, 
where Z is a fixed index in A. 
Lemma 1. If p E M and (f,,>, ~ o are such that p E n {cl(Uf,): n E w) and, for each 
n E w, Cf,, . . . , f,,) ~9, then there exists m E w such that yf, = @. 
Proof. If not, put E = lJ {DC f,>: n E w). 
For each r E n atEKa there is g E G so that y E Ug, where y(a) = (p(u), r(u)) 
for each a E E and y(u) = 0 otherwise. 
Because of the compactness of II, E E K, and because (V,: 6 <a) is increasing 
there is a g E G so that g(a) 2 (p(u)} x K, for every a E D(g) n E, 0 E g(u) but 
1 E g(u) for every a E D(g)\ E. 
Take n E o so large that {b, EM,: dist(b,, p(u)> < l/2”) cg’(a> for every a E 
E n D(g) and D(fJ 3 E n D(g). For such n we have g E Gfn. 
But ~~,(a) E cl(f,(u)> x K, cg’(u) x K, = g(u) for every a E E n D(g) whereas 
~~,(a) = 0 E g(u) for every a E D(g)\ E. 
Thus, yf, E U, contradicting g E Gf, and yfn E Yfm. 0 
Lemma 2. For each f E F with Yr = @, p E cl(U’), there exist f * E F and a family 
{g,: 6 E A} of elements of G, indexed by some A c (Y so that: 
(1) p E q*, 
(2) D(f*)=D(f>, 
(3) clWg,> c V, V6 E A, 
(4) L)z+ x K c UIU,,: 6 E A). 
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Proof. If D(g) CD(~) for some g E Gf the problem is solved. 
So assume the contrary: E, = D(g)\D(f) # fl for every g E Cf. 
We first prove that there exists a subfamily (gp: p E wi) of Gf so that {Egp: /? E 
WJ is disjoint. 
In fact, if (g,: y < p) is such that {EBY: y < 01 is disjoint, for each y E X so that 
y(a) E (p(a)) x K, if a E o(f), y(a) = 1 if a E U{Egy: y E p}, y(a) = 0 otherwise, 
then since y E cl(Uf x K) there exists g E Gf with y E lJg; any such g may be 
taken for gp. 
For each p E wi pick now 6, < (Y so that cI(U~~) c Vsp. 
Since wi is a regular cardinal, we may assume that all 8, are equal, or else that 
6, # a,,, if p # /3’ by taking some cofinal subset of wi if necessary. 
If there is no f* E F with D(f*) = D(f), p E Uf* and cl@.$-* x K) c U{Ugo: /3 
E ml} then, denoting by Z the finite product n.,,#, we have: 
P I D(f) E cl, ((Y 1 DCf$ Y EX\u{U@: p Eol}). 
So there exists 
Y,EX\U{Ugg: p-q} VrzEW 
so that 
Since {Ega: p E ml} is disjoint, there exists p E wi so that 
Since 0 ~gJa) for each a E Egp (recall that gp E Gf) and g:(u) = K, for every 
a ED(Q) n D(f) we have y, E Ugo for some 12 E o; a contradiction. 
If all 6, are different, we have nothing more to prove; if all 6, are equal to 
8 < CY, we take A = {8} and gs so that Ug, = Ufe X K. 0 
These lemmas enable us to get rid of the “compact component” of the 
paracompact p-spaces X,; so, after these lemmas, the proof of the theorem is 
equal to that of the theorem in [2], we give it for the sake of completeness, as 
suggested by the referee. 
Proof of Theorem (continued). Denote by 9n the set consisting of all S = 
(fo, * *. , f,) EY such that there is a subfamily {g,,,: 6 E A,} of G with A, CA, 
satisfying cl(Ugss) c V, for every 6 E A,, and cl<Ufn x K) c IJ {Ugas: 6 E A,}. 
By Lemmas i and 2, given p EM, there exists some n E w for which there is 
S= (fo,...,fn) l % suchthat PE n{U,: Ian}. 
Denote by np the smallest such IZ and by S, any element of pn, satisfying the 
above condition. 
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Given S, = Cf,, . . . , f,,), denote by mp the smallest integer larger than nzp such 
that {b,, E A4,: dist(b,, p(y)) < l/2”? c ll iG,,Jifi(r), for every Y E D(f,,). 
Denote by PP the set {(fO,. . . , fi> EY: i < mp, p E fl j,iCl(u~j>I* 
Notice that YP is finite, because of the local finiteness of the cover ei(y), and 
of the fact that D(f,>, . . . , D(fj> uniquely determine DCfi+ i>. Consequently r, = 
tJ{D(f>: f= S EYP} is finite. 
Next define A,(y) = n{A CM,,: p(y) EA and A = B or A =M,\cl(B), with 
B E U(tZ$y>: i G m,}) for every y E r,. 
Choose f, E F with D(f,> = r, and p(y) l fp(r) CA,(y), for every y E r,. 
Finally, put IV, = U {(U, X K) n Ugs : p E PJ where P, = Ip EM: 6 E As,). 
We claim that this is the required &inking. 
Assume that (4, r) E cl(W,1. 
If (q, r) is in the closure of the set 
+!fO XK) n vg,, .P 
: p EPs, s, ‘9, 
1 
then, since yP is finite, there exists ,? ~9~ such that (9, r> is in the closure of 
+!fP XVUQs : PEP,, ’ P 
s,=s 
> 
which is contained in c~(U~,~); but cl(Ug8,) C V,. 
If the above fails, then (4, r> is in the closure of the set 
u(PfP x K) n u&,, : ‘P P EPs, s, eq). 
Accepting the fact, which shall be proved later on, that S, EPP implies 
Ufp n Ucq = @, q does not belong to the closure of M of UlU,: p E Ps, S, E,yb} 
contradicting the above assumption. 
Assume SP=(f0,...,f,,)6LPq. 
If iz,, < m4 then there exists a smallest i G np such that q E cl(UfJ then there is 
y E D(f,> such that q(y) @ Cl(fi(r>); since i < m,, (fo, . . . , fi_l> ~9~ and there 
exists _&‘EF such that D(f;)=D(fJ and (fO,...,fj_i, &‘>EZ$; thus y ET, and 
so fi(r) n7A,(y) = @; but A,(r) cf,(r), hence UfP n Uf, = @. 
If m_q<n, and n,<m,<n,<m,, . if Ufp n lJfq # fl the above argument implies 
S,=<&J,..., f,,) ~‘i”p; by the minimality of n,, there exists a smallest i < nq and 
y E D(fi> such that p(y) efi:(y>; thus dist(p(Y), q(y)) > l/2”% if B E E&(y) with 
q(y) E B we have p(y) EM, \cl(Bl, so f,(r) c B and f,(r) CM, \ B and hence 
y E r, and, by the minimality of i and because i < mp, y E I” and we have 
ufpnUfq=~. 0 
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